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A guide to Hunter Douglas wireless control systems

Control Like Never Before
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The Ultimate Control for your Home 6-7THe Power  
of PLATiNum™  
TeCHNoLogy
Control your motorized  
window fashions with  
choices like never before.

Platinum™ Technology, the patented  

wireless communication method from  

Hunter Douglas, is the language we use  

to communicate with our sophisticated  

motorized window fashions. Today, all  

Hunter Douglas wireless control systems  

have the “Platinum” built in. And with all  

shades speaking the same language, we  

can use the same remote, wireless wall  

switch, app and accessories to control  

over a dozen different shading styles  

and features. With so many ways to  

control the natural light in your home,  

why not discover the power of Platinum  

for yourself?
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Convenience it’s so simple to operate individual shades or groups  
  of shades. Slide and tap the touchscreen on your  
  mobile device, press the button on a remote, or let  

   a sensor do all the work. 

Accessibility Motorized window coverings are perfect for hard- 
  to-reach windows.

Appearance With few or no operating cords, more attention is  
  placed on the natural beauty and appearance of  

  the window covering.

enhanced Child Motorized window coverings reduce the potential  

and Pet Safety safety risks associated with manual operating systems. 

 Home Security Use a timer to open and close your window    

  fashions, even when you're not home. 

Automation Use a wireless accessory to operate your  
  shades automatically. 

Quiet  Hunter Douglas believes motorized window  

  fashions should be seen and not heard. 

Quick installation No complicated wiring is necessary.

American Design All Hunter Douglas motorization products and  

and Craftsmanship parts are made in the U.S.A., from engineering 

  through production .

 

 features and Benefits  
of wireless motorization
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Hunter Douglas offers you numerous options when it comes to controlling and operating your 

motorized products. Use a wireless wall switch, remote control, or with the Platinum™ App  

operate your window fashions from your iPhone®, iPad®, and iPod touch® mobile devices.  

Combine all three, and add in the wireless accessories for the ultimate in control.

Control options

App Controls

Platinum Wireless 
Wall Switch

Platinum Remote

iPadiPhone / iPod touch

remote and wall  
Switch Controls

wireless Accessories

Platinum Solar Energy Sensor Platinum LCD Timer Platinum RF Adapter 

Control options Key
9:02 9:02 9:02 9:02 9:02 9:02

Remote 
Control

Wireless 
Wall 

Switch

App 
Mobile 
Devices

LCD  
Timer

Solar Energy 
Sensor

RF  
Adapter
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The Platinum™ App Simple Set up
Download the free Platinum™ App to your iPhone®, iPad®, or iPod touch®  

to control your PowerRise® 2.1 and PowerGlide® 2.1 motorized products  

by scene, room or time of day.
 

Select from over a dozen  
Hunter Douglas motorized  
products for customized  
control. 

Set a "Good Morning"  
scene to tilt open window  
shadings, letting in just the  
right amount of light for a  
warming wake up call. 

Program your shades to raise,  
lower, tilt or traverse while you're  
away for added home security.

iPad®, iPhone®, iPod touch® WiFi Router Platinum App Bridge

Repeater

The Platinum™ App Bridge is the heart of the system. It stores your programmed  

data and sends signals to operate window fashions via Platinum Repeaters.

Platinum Repeaters simply plug into a wall outlet and extend the range of the  

signal throughout your home. It’s recommended to have at least one repeater  

in each room where a motorized window fashion is located.

1 2 3

4

4

2 + 3

To learn more about  
the Platinum App,  
scan the Qr Code. 
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The ultimate Control for  
your Home

Convenience in every room

With a simple press of a button, wirelessly operate your home’s Hunter Douglas motorized  

window fashions. Add in the Platinum™ App and wireless accessories for the ultimate in control.

Motorized window fashions offer a level of convenience that manual shades do 

not. With the push of a button, darken your media room for a video game or to 

watch your favorite movie. Simultaneously lower groups of shades or tilt blinds 

to protect your home furnishings from harsh ultraviolet rays. Reach for the 

Platinum™ remote on your night stand to lower bedroom shades or tilt blinds 

for an afternoon nap. All accomplished quickly and conveniently with a Platinum 

remote or wireless wall switch. With the Platinum App, control window fashions 

throughout your house with a simple slide and tap on your mobile device.

Wireless accessories allow you to automate your motorization system further. 

The Platinum Solar Energy Sensor attaches to your window and automatically 

adjusts motorized products to the changing sunlight for energy cost savings. 

The Platinum LCD Timer allows seven-day programming for customized 

operation. The Platinum RF Adapter plugs into a switched outlet, offering  

you additional possibilities.

Platinum Solar energy Sensor 
Operate shades based on incoming  
solar energy at the window.

Platinum LCD Timer 
Open and close shades  
at pre-programmed times  
of the day. 

Platinum rf Adapter 
Provide basic shade control 
from a switched outlet.

Platinum App 
Download the free Platinum App 
to your Apple® mobile device  
and operate by scene, room  
or time of day.

 

Platinum remote  
wireless wall Switch  
Control your motorized  
window fashions, individually  
or in groups. 
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PowerRise® 2.1
with Platinum™ Technology

Designer roller Shades 

Hunter Douglas has redefined the traditional window covering. With improved technology  

and a selection of sophisticated fabrics ranging from sheer to opaque, these shades provide  

a whole new level of light control and style.

A wide variety of top and bottom decorative treatments are available for numerous customizable 

options. And through the Harmony Program™, you can choose from nearly 300 fabrics to 

coordinate with Skyline® Gliding Window Panels.

9:02

Duette®  honeycomb shades adapt to an extensive range of interior design and architectural styles 

to enhance the look of any room. Duette shades are available in a diverse and colorful selection 

of fashionable fabrics, including woven and textured styles. Four opacities and three pleat sizes 

provide the ultimate shade customization. Recent additions of the Top-Down/Bottom-Up and 

Duolite™ design options provides consumers the ultimate in light control, privacy and style.

Hunter Douglas Duette Architella® honeycomb shades featuring the exclusive honeycomb-within-

a-honeycomb construction. Provides superior energy efficiency regardless of season or climate, 

consistently crisp pleats and a radiant color palette. Architella shades are the next generation  

of honeycomb shades.

PowerRise® 2.1 is also available on Applause® honeycomb shades for a more casual look and 

streamlined selection.

PowerRise® 2.1
with Platinum™ Technology

Duette® and Applause® Honeycomb Shades

9:02

*Not avaiable with Top-Down/Bottom-Up and Duolite

* *



Designer Screen Shades bring the finest in fashion while providing ultraviolet protection  

and privacy with a view. Offered in varying degrees of openness from 0% to 14%, the  

shades beautifully draw natural light into a room, reducing the need for electrical lighting.

With widths up to 10', these shades easily cover large openings. The style and versatility  

of Designer Screen Shades complement any décor, any room. In addition, the variety of top  

and bottom treatments, along with the Harmony Program™, allow you to coordinate an array  

of window fashions throughout your home.

PowerRise® 2.1
with Platinum™ Technology

Designer Screen Shades
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9:02

Pirouette® window shadings are an elegant way to control light… beautifully. When operated, 

textured fabrics transform from cascading folds to contoured vanes, allowing a softened view 

through the sheer backing while blocking up to 81% of ultraviolet rays with the vanes open  

and 99% when fully closed.

Adding PowerRise® 2.1 to Pirouette shadings reduces side edge gaps to provide even  

more light control. Pirouette shadings are offered in seven beautiful fabric styles — Angelica, 

Shantung, Satin Metallic, Satin, Cotton, Bamboo Flax and Linen  — in semi-opaque and  

room-darkening opacities. Two vane sizes are offered: 4" Petite and 5" Grande.

PowerRise® 2.1
with Platinum™ Technology

Pirouette® window Shadings 

11

9:02 PowerRise® 2.1
with Platinum™ Technology

Pirouette® window Shadings 
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PowerRise® 2.1
with Platinum™ Technology

Vignette® modern roman Shades 

Silhouette® window shadings transform bright daylight into a soft warm glow and protect  

your home’s interior from damaging ultraviolet rays. The soft fabric vanes suspended between 

two elegant sheers diffuse harsh light and provide up to 88% ultraviolet protection when tilted 

open and 99% when fully closed. Three vane sizes and a wide range of color/fabric combinations  

are available.

In addition to Silhouette window shadings, Nantucket™ window shadings feature a more 

streamlined fabric/color collection in a single vane size. Whatever your selection, both  

Silhouette and Nantucket window shadings add beauty and style to any home.

PowerRise® 2.1
with Platinum™ Technology

Silhouette® and Nantucket™ window Shadings

The new standard in Roman shades, Vignette® Modern Roman Shades have innovative  

design qualities all their own. There are no exposed cords on the back side of any Vignette  

shade for enhanced child safety, and a clean, uncluttered appearance from both inside and 

outside the home.

Vignette Traditional™ and Tailored™ shades roll up inside the fabric-covered headrail, while 

Vignette Tiered™ shades neatly stack, reminiscent of typical Roman shades. And the unique 

patented construction of Tiered Architella® offers enhanced energy efficiency.

Vignette shades are available in semi-sheer, translucent and room-darkening opacities in 

Traditional 4" contoured folds and Tailored 6" flat folds.

9:029:02



The Luminette® brand offers two dramatic ways to cover wide expanses — sheers and draperies. 

Luminette Privacy Sheers provide the widest range of light control possible, with a sheer face 

fabric to let light in and attached soft fabric vanes that rotate to keep light out. Luminette Modern 

Draperies feature beautiful woven face fabrics that offer the look and function of traditional draperies 

while making a modern design statement.

with Platinum™ Technology

Luminette® Privacy Sheers and modern Draperies

Skyline® Gliding Window Panels fill the need for a sleek, modern window covering solution.  

The 111/2" and 17" panel widths are offered in over 400 fabric selections with varying levels  

of privacy and light control.

Choose from screen, sheer, semi-sheer, semi-opaque and opaque categories. Whatever  

your choice, you’ll enjoy the clean lines and sleek contemporary look of motorized Skyline 

Gliding Window Panels.

PowerGlide® 2.1
with Platinum™ Technology

Skyline® gliding window Panels

PowerGlide® 2.1

14 15

9:029:02

9:02

Luminette Privacy Sheers

Luminette Modern Draperies

* *

*Not avaiable with Modern Draperies Dual Panel
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PowerTiltTM

with Platinum™ Technology

Country woods® wood Blinds

Designed for consumers who want Hunter Douglas quality and classic beauty, Chalet Woods®  

wood blinds are made from 100% Basswood. Natural markings and variations enhance the  

beauty of the blinds and confirm the authenticity of the wood. Choose between stained, painted, 

distressed, antiqued and enhanced grain finishes in two slat sizes, 2" and 2 ½". 

For maximum privacy and light control, these blinds feature the optional de-Light™ routless 

design that eliminates cord holes to block out unwanted light. And for the final touch, a 3"  

tall standard valance or optional 3 ¼" Chancellor™ valance is available at no additional cost.

PowerTiltTM 
with Platinum™ Technology

Chalet woods® wood Blinds

Country Woods® wood blinds are crafted from the finest hardwoods and finished with  

TopShield™ II, our exclusive coating that provides the ultimate protection in resistance  

to fading, moisture, scratches, and chemicals. Rich in tradition and warm in tone, these 

horizontal blinds enhance any room, be it a bookcase-lined home office, a country kitchen  

or a tailored bedroom.

Motorized wood blinds are offered in 2" and Reflections® beveled slats. With the PowerTilt™  

with Platinum™ Technology system, the motor tilts the slats. The blinds must be manually  

raised and lowered using a pull cord.

9:029:02



EverWood® Collection alternative wood blinds are the ideal solution for rooms exposed to 

moisture, humidity and sun. In fact, they are the only alternative wood blinds with Performance 

Plus™ Protection, which guarantees against fading, yellowing, warping and bowing for the life  

of the product. 

You’ll never have to sacrifice style for practicality. With the widest tape spacing in the industry, 

fewer tapes are required for a clean view. Choose from 2" or 2½" beveled slats, in a selection  

of Distinctions™ whites and our realistic TruGrain® finishes. 

PowerTiltTM 
with Platinum™ Technology

everwood® Collection Alternative wood Blinds

Offered in the 2" slat size, Modern Precious Metals® aluminum blinds are built from  

our own exclusive spring-tempered alloy, which ensures the slats spring back and  

retain their shape, even after rough handling. Plus they’re available in an extensive  

array of colors, textures and finishes.

These blinds are known for their durability and are perfect for contemporary styles and  

high-traffic households. And since they are made from 95% recycled aluminum, they  

are the perfect “green choice.” PowerTilt™ with Platinum™ Technology is also available  

on Natural Elements™ blinds, which combine metal slats with rich wood accents for  

a unique style.

PowerTiltTM 
with Platinum™ Technology

modern Precious metals® Aluminum Blinds

18 19

9:029:02
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fAQs

frequently Asked Questions

Q How long can I expect the batteries to last?

A  When alkaline batteries are used, a battery wand or satellite battery pack will  

provide power to the window covering for over one year, depending on usage.

Q  What warranty comes with my motorized shades?

A  All PowerRise® 2.1, PowerGlide® 2.1, and PowerTilt™ products have a five-year  

limited warranty on the electrical and mechanical components.

Q Can I use a third-party universal remote (TV, DVD, etc.) to operate my    
 motorized window covering?

A  No, only Platinum™ Technology transmitters (Platinum remote or Platinum wireless  

wall switch) can be used to control these proprietary systems. 

Q Can I motorize existing manual window coverings? 

A  Many Hunter Douglas products that offer a motorized option can be upgraded from  

a manual lifting system. Please check with your Hunter Douglas Dealer for more details.

Q Do I need to run wires? 

 A No wiring is needed for products with PowerRise 2.1 or PowerTilt systems.  

 Batteries can be used to provide power to the shade. 

  PowerGlide 2.1 systems require a DC power supply that plugs into a standard   

 household outlet. The power supply is optional with PowerRise 2.1 motorized systems. 

Q Will PowerRise, PowerGlide, and PowerTilt products work with my existing   
 automated lighting system? 

A Yes, all PowerRise 2.1, PowerGlide 2.1, and PowerTilt systems can be wired  

 to work with any automated third-party lighting system.

Q How far away can I be when operating my motorized window covering? 

A Operational distances will vary based on the construction of the home. Large open  

 areas promote greater operational distances. However, with the Hunter Douglas Platinum   

 App, repeaters throughout the home make it possible to control any shade from  

 any room. 

fAQs

Q Can I operate my shades from anywhere in the world using the Platinum App  

 on my Apple® device?

A The initial release of the Platinum App will allow homeowners to operate their  

 Hunter Douglas motorized shades while connected to their wireless home network  

 (i.e. – you have to be in the home and connected to the wireless network). Future  

 updates will include the ability to control your shades via the internet.

Q Can I wirelessly control my Hunter Douglas motorized shades from my home   
 automation system?

A At this time, Hunter Douglas motorized shades must be wired for automation  

 system control.

Q If using the Platinum App, do I still need a Platinum remote or wireless wall  
 switch to operate my shades?

A A Platinum remote and/or wireless wall switch is highly recommended in addition to  

 using the Platinum App. These devices allow for alternate control as well as a set up  

 tool (i.e. Use the remote to set an Intermediate Stop position for a shade).

Q Is the Platinum App available for Android OS devices?

A Although the Platinum App has been originally designed for the Apple mobile device   

 platform, Hunter Douglas will be introducing an Android platform version shortly. Please  

 check the Hunter Douglas website for availability.

for more information

For information on the complete line of motorized products and applications, 

please speak with your Hunter Douglas Dealer or visit hunterdouglas.com.

Q How do I know if my existing Hunter Douglas motorized shades are compatible  

 with the Platinum™ App?

A The Platinum App is compatible with all PowerRise® 2.1 and PowerGlide®  

 2.1 systems. This can be verified by the “Platinum App Certified” label 

affixed to the power cable attached to the shade motor cable.


